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Endangering Women’s Health in the Interest of Controlling Her Sexuality 

 

Last year, President Barack Obama’s administration acted on a recommendation from the 

Institute of Medicine (IOM). As a result, the new health care law, Patient Protection and 

Affordable Care Act (ACA), added a provision requiring all insurers to offer contraceptives for 

women, free of charge. This, being one of many preventative measures included in the new plan, 

fell under ACA’s key initiative, “that women will no longer be subjected to extra charges for 

necessary preventive prescriptions and treatments. Birth control should not be treated any 

differently” (Laub). The mandate also included employers affiliated with religious organizations, 

but allowed an exception that required prescribing physicians to document medically necessary 

uses beyond simply preventing pregnancy—an allowance meant to respect religious beliefs 

opposing birth control. Even so, the Church vehemently opposed the entire measure.  

 

As early as 1873, when Congress passed the Comstock Act, the federal government affirmed the 

ideals of men and the Church concerning who should have control of women’s bodies and 

sexuality. Feminists Nelly Roussel argued the differences between “voluntary motherhood” and 

“coerced motherhood,” but her efforts were met with an editorial that closely resembles Rush 

Limbaugh’s recent attack on Sandra Fluke. A conservative newspaper editor wrote, “these sorts 

of viragos, unsexed women who saturate literature and modern politics… mount their pens like 

they would mount a broom to go to a midnight orgy. Sterile or scorned, they avenge their 

disgrace by insulting Nature” (Adams). Ideas about how women should behave, both as sexual 

partners and as mothers, continue to shape United States politics, today. Access to and the use of 

contraceptives, long thought to be an accepted issue of the past, resurfaced again, suggesting our 

society is still threatened by the emancipated woman—a held-over fear of women who are 

focused on becoming educated and obtaining satisfying careers, and less concerned with starting 

families. 

 

According to the group Physicians for Reproductive Choice and Health, the inclusion, allowing 

free access to contraception, “is essential to the health and well-being of our patients” (Laub). 

Taken from their Web site, the group states that the following facts should be considered when 

discussing contraception:  

 About half of all pregnancies in the United States are unintended. 

 Regular use of contraception prevents unintended pregnancy and reduces the need for 

abortion. 
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 Contraception also allows women to determine the timing and spacing of pregnancies, 

protecting their health and improving the well-being of their children. 

 Contraceptive use saves money by avoiding the costs of unintended pregnancy and by 

making pregnancies healthier, saving millions in health care expenses. 

 Several contraceptives also have non-contraceptive health benefits, such as decreasing 

the risk of certain cancers and treating debilitating menstrual problems. 

 Making contraception more affordable is a significant step forward for the health of 

women and their families. 

 

By opposing women’s access to contraception, does the Church have the right to endanger 

women’s health in the interest of controlling her sexuality? 

 

Missing the point entirely, Cardinal-designate Timothy Dolan, president of the United States 

Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) spoke out against the mandate. In a statement released 

by Dolan, he said that the Obama administration:  

…has ordered almost every employer and insurer in the country to provide sterilization 

and contraceptives, including some abortion-inducing drugs, in their health plans. And it 

is requiring almost all Americans, even those with moral or religious objections, to pay 

for this coverage. The Administration offered a narrow religious exemption to some 

employers – such as churches – but the government will still require most Americans to 

pay for this coverage even if it violates their consciences. That’s a foul ball by any 

standard. Never before has the federal government forced individuals and organizations 

to go out into the marketplace and buy a product that violates their conscience. This 

shouldn’t happen in a land where free exercise of religion ranks first in the Bill of Rights 

(Dolan). 

 

In his own statement, Dolan admits a provision to exempt churches, but continues to suggest that 

contraception violates the consciences of most Americans. Studies suggest that “virtually all 

women, including 98 percent of Catholic women, use contraception at some point during their 

lifetimes” (Laub). So who is Dolan referring to when he cites “most Americans”? Perhaps men? 

How is providing medical treatment to women’s health a violation of the American conscience? 

Furthermore, neither American taxpayers nor employers are incurring any additional cost. Health 

plans that include access to contraception “saves millions in health expenses,” as stated above. 

And finally, no one is forcing women to take the medication. If a woman chooses, she may 

exercise her religious belief and not use contraceptives. The mandate is simply to make 

contraception available to those with medical need (as in the case of the religious exemption). 

 

Regardless of the facts, the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee met in 

February 2012 to consider the issues. Those invited to speak included religiously affiliated 
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leaders opposed to the contraceptive mandates outlined in the ACA. A noted leader was also 

invited to represent the religious left. Female representation was blatantly absent from the list of 

panelists scheduled to speak. To address the oversight, Democrats asked for a substitution—

Georgetown University law student Sandra Fluke. The request was denied, suggesting that she 

lacked the expertise necessary to discuss religious freedoms under federal law. Fluke may have 

been lacking as described, but she certainly was well-informed as an advocate for women’s 

rights on health issues. Her experience was a result of her tireless work initiating and supporting 

nonprofit programs that aided victims of domestic violence, as well as her association (and past 

presidential status) with the group Law Students for Reproductive Justice. Instead, she was 

invited to speak in front of the House Democratic Steering and Policy Committee as a measure to 

correct the previous injustice.  

 

Fluke’s testimony advocating for contraception coverage in health insurance plans was well 

informed and stated several examples of medically necessary cases she became aware of as a 

result of her charitable affiliations. She cited specific cases of women who were denied 

medically necessary coverage documented by their physicians because it was assumed that they 

were lying about their need. The most compelling example she cited was a women who required 

surgery to remove her ovary, a condition that could have been prevented if she wasn’t denied 

coverage for contraceptives. In this case, misinformed individuals ultimately dictated a decision 

that should have been left to the patient and her doctor. These misinformed individuals hold tight 

their beliefs that women seek simply to circumvent the system by lying about their medical 

conditions to obtain contraceptives merely to prevent pregnancy. In her statement, Fluke cited 

that “in sixty-five percent of cases, our female students were interrogated by insurance 

representatives and university medical staff about why they needed these prescriptions and 

whether they were lying about their symptoms. For my friend, and 20 percent of women in her 

situation, she never got the insurance company to cover her prescription, despite verification of 

her illness from her doctor” (Fluke). A transcript of Fluke’s statement as well as the video of the 

Committee’s session are available online. 

 

Responding to Fluke’s testimony, conservative talk-show host and noted anti-feminist Rush 

Limbaugh offered his listeners a barrage of highly defamatory and misogynistic remarks. Instead 

of accurately reporting her medically-backed, fact-based argument for contraception, he chose to 

paint her simply as a young, sex-craved, female college student—what he referred to as a slut. 

Interestingly, two sets of transcripts from the February 29 and March 1, 2012 shows—where 

Limbaugh made his inflammatory remarks—have been removed, thus I will be citing Wikipedia 

for his comments. 

 

As a result of Limbaugh’s comments and the subsequent controversy they produced, Sandra 

Fluke’s body became a matter of public discourse representing an ideology of female sexuality. 

This essay considers statements made by Limbaugh, Republican presidential candidate Mitt 

http://abcnews.go.com/images/Politics/statement-Congress-letterhead-2nd%20hearing.pdf
http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/304550-1
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Romney, and President Obama, as well as the Web site slutsunite.org. Through these artifacts, 

this essay addresses the following questions:  

 How did the issue of responsibly addressing the special needs of women’s reproductive 

health care turn into an issue of women being immoral? 

 Why has Sandra Fluke’s testimony and participation the democratic process become such 

a hot point? 

 How is Fluke’s body being re-iterated in the context of female sexuality? How is her 

female sexuality being stabilized and destabilized?  

 Why does the term “slut” still produce a negative effect and was it successfully applied to 

represent health conscious, responsible women who are sexually active? 

 

Method 

Ideological criticism looks beyond the surface of artifacts to discover the underlying beliefs, 

values, and subsequent assumptions evident at its root. In the case of gender studies, 

understanding gender performativity is key to the analysis. With a thorough grasp of how gender 

is produced, a proper analysis generates an ideology statement, which derives its evidential 

support from the selected artifacts. 

 

Gender performativity 

We do not come into the world gendered; it’s something we do, not something we are. Judith 

Butler, author of Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, is the foremost 

authority on the topic of gender performativity. When gender is produced, it succumbs to a 

hailing of the pre-ideological subject to produce him/her as the subject proper. In other words, 

he/she doesn’t know who he/she is until the hail of social culture. For instance, the following 

statement is an interpellation or a cultural hailing that defines for a young child her gender as a 

little girl: “That pink bike is going to make some little girl very happy.” Colors—pink for girls 

and blue for boys—are aligned with gender, and so are behaviors. Still evident in today’s society 

is a social cultural ideology that attributes female sexuality primarily with producing children 

and male sexuality as having a more aggressive characteristic. The portrayal of Fluke’s body 

clearly illustrates a continued ideology fraught with expectations of female submission. 

 

Sexuality of the Female Gender 

From its inception, the contraception controversy can be simply described as a war on women. 

Hateful remarks that undermine women are barring their right to choose between “voluntary 

motherhood” and “coerced motherhood.” Leaders in religious communities, like Dolan, are 

calling “foul ball” on the notion of their right to religious freedom, yet incorporating “most 

Americans” in their religious ideals. Fluke touched on that very idea when she stated that women 

should not have to choose between an education from a highly acclaimed institution, like 

Georgetown University, and access to appropriate health care. According to the Church’s 

http://slutsunite.org/
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opposition to contraception, Georgetown University should offer equality in its enrollment 

practices, but not in health care. In this show of inequality, the Church is essentially stating that 

women may have access to a quality education, but only if they exhibit an outdated ideal of 

suppressed female sexuality. This begs the question: how do young men on college campuses 

like Georgetown feel about women who choose abstinence in order to have access to a quality 

education? Another valid argument could be made that suggests women who succumb to these 

oppressive tactics will not likely be as competitive or successful compared with their male 

counterparts—in neither their educational pursuits nor upon their subsequent graduation and 

performance in their careers. 

 

However, according to Limbaugh, female college students who act responsibly, are well-

informed, and are poised to address the democratic process, like law student Sandra Fluke, may 

always consider a profession in prostitution. As an anti-feminist, Limbaugh cannot support the 

current ideology of a feminist woman who is seeking education over starting a family. His 

selection of the term “slut” and “prostitute” expresses his discomfort in the current feminist 

ideals. Further, Limbaugh is threatened by the idea of a sexually active woman who engages 

responsibly in the act for personal pleasure instead of for the sole purposes of procreation. To 

Limbaugh, exhibiting such behavior is immoral—exactly opposite of his norm. Thus, he exhibits 

Fluke’s body as an example, effectively destabilizing the ideology of femininity.  

 

Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney fell in line with statements by the Church: “I’m 

just distressed as I watch our president try and infringe upon our rights, the First Amendment of 

the Constitution provides the right to worship in the way of our own choice. This same 

administration said that the churches and the institutions they run… have to provide for their 

employees free of charge, contraceptives, morning after pills, in other words abortive pills, and 

the like at no cost. Think what that does to people in faiths that do not share those views. This is 

a violation of conscience” (Friedman). Romney’s statement supports limitations to both women’s 

health and opportunities for employment. It also infringes upon the very rights he purports to 

defend, creating an opportunity for employers to force their religious beliefs upon their 

employees. Though not as derogatory, his statement destabilizes the ideology of gender equality 

and thus, is equally as reprehensible as the hatred spurned by Limbaugh. 

 

On the surface, Obama’s show of support included an expression of concern to Fluke. “He 

expressed his support me, thanked me for helping to amplify the voices of women across the 

country who are very concerned about the very dangerous bills that we’ve seen and their support 

for the contraception policy and how much it means to them,” Fluke said. “Beyond that he also 

just wanted to express concern and make sure that I was okay which I thought was very kind and 

I assured him I was” (Madison). However, Obama’s concern that she was okay suggests a need 

to coddle or protect Fluke. In a show of masculinity, Obama undermined Fluke’s maintenance of 
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poise and self-esteem with an expectation of vulnerability—another destabilizing factor in the 

feminist movement. 

 

If the term “slut” is successfully being applied to suggest an ideology of healthy sexual women, 

then shouldn’t the feminist movement embrace it? Marianne Mollmann of Amnesty International 

explains that “most people may be sluts, but only women pay a social price for it” (Mollmann). 

She states, “Limbaugh’s juvenile tirade illustrates the many levels on which women are held to 

different standards than men. A woman who speaks publicly about sex, even clinically, is 

automatically a slut, but no such term automatically attaches to men who routinely affirm their 

sexual needs and desires. Women who ask that the insurance they pay for cover contraception 

are not only freeloaders but are also prostitutes, while the men who rely on their female partners 

to take care of their contraception needs are presumably virile” (Mollmann). In an attempt to 

counter the term “slut,” Sir Richard’s, a condom company, launched an initiative to spread 

slutness via Twitter and Facebook. “Sluts Unite is a sex-positive movement that brings people 

together who believe in tolerance, acceptance and personal freedom. It is our goal to take what 

was intended to be a hateful, derogatory word and change it into something positive through the 

power of the collective” (Sluts Unite). The Sluts Unite Oath: 

 I believe that sex represents more than just the creation of children. 

 I believe it is an enjoyable, healthy and a profound part of the human experience. 

 I also believe that the responsible use of birth control is an essential component of a 

mature, civilized society. 

 And if these beliefs make me a slut in some people's eyes, then so be it. 

 I will stand united with my fellow sluts, now and always. 

  

Unfortunately, embracing a word that possesses a solid history of negative connotations is not a 

solution to the issue. It only continues to destabilize the ideology of gender equality. One only 

needs to reference the term “bitch” to predict the success of such an attempt. 

 

Contributions to Rhetorical Discourse 

Discussions pitting public discourse against social ideology creates a forum for disagreements 

which compel the collective citizenship to act. For that, we can thank Rush Limbaugh. His 

notoriety for creating “shock value” emotionally engages the opposition to act. Citizens of the 

democratic project become energized to confront Limbaugh’s absurdities and are thusly pulled 

from their individualized complacency. The murky waters of our self-interest clears the way for 

us to become civic actors toward the common good. The process then provides resources for 

thought to further our understanding of particular issues.  
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In the case of mandating free access to contraception in health care plans, we are reminded that 

the issue is relevant to both males and females. Furthermore, if we empower religious 

organizations with a means to determine our family planning, then we may as well relinquish our 

right to choose (or not choose) our religious affiliations. We, both men and women, should not 

allow employers and insurance companies to enforce religious ideology. Deciding to use 

contraceptives is an issue that should be left to the individual under the supervision of her 

physician. Employers should not be allowed to withhold coverage and interfere in private health 

care decisions. At the same time, individuals should be able to exercise their freedom to express 

an opposition to contraception, and so should employers, but it should not result in substandard 

medical care at the expense of women’s health. It’s not an issue of the separation of church and 

state, it’s about women’s health. 
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